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This issue of The Pinnacle showcases
the diverse interests of our members,
covering a full range of mountaineering
activities in the United Kingdom and
further afield.
Day walks and rock climbs in South
Wales are a staple of our programme and
a stepping stone to weekend meets, such
as the one to the Lake District described
by Jen Price. This trip to the Eastern
Fells combined walking, scrambling and
rock climbing with an opportunity to
share the camerardie of a traditional
mountaineering club hut. It was complemented by a Thursday evening walk in
the Nant Carn valley and several members headed to Pembrokeshire for some
exacting sea cliff climbs. All told, about a
quarter of the Club were active during
just one long weekend.

Scafell Pike to witness the lighting of the
Beacon of Hope at 10:29 p.m., as part of
the Queen‘s Diamond Jubilee celebrations
on 4th June. Journeys to Europe and the
greater ranges are recounted by contributors, enabling readers to compare the experience of private ventures and organised groups.
Members travel widely and share their
stories, both through the medium of our
newsletter and during the Thursday eve-

“I hope you will enjoy reading these
articles and will share your accounts
in turn”

We are fortunate that members are
willing to share the benefit of their
knowledge and experience. Introductory
training in scrambling and rock climbing
skills is helping members to develop their
interests. Knowledge of the natural environment enriches our days in the hills,
whether through awareness of the geology beneath our feet, or the fauna and
flora – a point emphasised by Mike Raine
when he spoke about the nature of Snowdonia after the annual dinner. There
have also been opportunities to sample
mountain biking in the Black Mountains
and caving in Ystradfellte and Clydach
Gorge.
Active participation in the Club programme helps prepare people to branch
out on their own and with friends. Drawing on experience of night walks with the
Club, I made my way to the summit of

Club members sample caving

ning talks of the winter programme,
which inspire people to plan expeditions
for the following season. I
hope that you
enjoy reading
these articles
and will share
your accounts
in turn,
thereby contributing to a
virtuous circle
of mountaineering adventure.

Peter at the Beacons of Hope Event
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A Grand Day out

(Terry

Delbridge)

View to the Beacons Reservoir (pic by Peter Salenieks)
A mid June walk should have meant from Fan Fawr that never really masunny skies, but with the weather terialised.
part of the new Welsh Monsoon seaFrom there it was down to the
son we were not anticipating anyYstradfellte reservoir seeing the glori-

Panorama from Fan Fawr (pic by Peter Salenieks)

thing but more rain.

Mike, John and me on Fan Nedd
(pic by Peter Salenieks)

“Part of the new Welsh monsson..”

Four members started from Storey
Arms Mike, John, Peter and myself.
We were all taking part in some
strenuous walks later in the year so
were up for a good day out. John was
off to do the GR20 in Corsica, Mike
was off to Austria, Peter to do Kilimanjoaro and I was off to see K2 and
the Gondogoro La.

ous view shown above and the skies
still fairly clear.
Fan Nedd was next with the second
tick in the Nuttal‘s book. The pic
shows cloudy skies but no rain, on the
summit trig point.
From there the route took us over to
Sarn Helen the roman road and along
to the Fan Frynach the third 2000 ft
peak and finally back around Craig
Cerrig Gleisiad and home.

Anyway the ground was saturated
from all the rain and the summits It was a grand day out with plenty of
covered in mud when we climbed exercise as a warm up for things to
Fan Fawr our first peak and a tick in come.
the Nuttal‘s box. The above pano“A grand day out with plenty of
exercise”
rama pic shows threatening weather
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Cloud Inversion Over Sugarloaf (Terry Delbridge)
The first green shoots of spring were
just beginning to appear when we set
off to spend the day in the Black
Mountains.

and onto the Pen Cerrig - Calch to
Pen Alt Mawr ridge to see Pen Y Fan
in clear sky above the cloud.
By the time we returned back to
Crickhowel, the cloud had lifted and
Sugarloaf was again in full open blue
sky. A magical day when you feel
lucky to be alive.

Blaenavon was set in a beautiful blue
sky, but all around cloud inversion
had covered the low lying areas.
We set off from Crickhowell up onto
Table mountain before we finally
broke out of the cold low lying cloud,
and into the beautiful sky. The first
sight to greet us was Sugarloaf looking
more like Mount Fuji peeking out of
the clouds. This wasn‘t snow surrounding it, but low lying cloud.
Sugar Loaf in Cloud inversion
“Sugarloaf looking more like Mount
Fuji peeking out of the clouds”

Meteorology tells us that this occurs: ―Under certain conditions, the

normal vertical temperature gradient
is inverted such that the air is colder

near the surface of the Earth. This
can occur when, for example, a
warmer, less dense air mass moves
over a cooler, denser air mass. This
type of inversion occurs in the vicinity of warm fronts ...‖
Suffice to say it was very cold in
the cloud layer and very warm above
it. We walked over table mountain

A distant Pen y Fan above the cloud

Memories of Winter (Terry Delbridge)

Mountain rescue vigilant as ever

A partially formed Torpantau
waterfall

This was an exploratory walk in
late winter to check if the Torpantau
falls was anywhere near forming an
ice climb. The photo shows just partial formation along the sides and
full flow in the centre. A long way to
go and not much sign of really cold
weather to make it happen..Ha well

Dave Bingham leading a fully
formed Torpantau falls.
remember the days of 20011 winter
when the falls fully formed and ice
climbing was in full swing . Ahhhh
Happy Days—maybe next year!
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A June Day in the Pyrenees (Jen Price)
Come with me on a walk in
the French Pyrenees. We‘ll avoid the
crowds at Cirque de Gavarnie and
Pont d‘Espagne and head for the less
well known Vallée d‘Estaing a few
miles to the south-west of the spa
town of Argelès Gazost. Our walk
starts in the village of Estaing; the
steep valley sides here are clothed in
grass and forest with large expanses
of bare rock which hint at the rugged
grandeur to come. The GR10 passes
through Estaing so we‘ll take that
path and follow the fast flowing Gave
de Labat de Bun upstream to the Lac
d‘Estaing. According to legend, the
lake is the site of the original village
of Estaing which was drowned when
the villagers refused to give shelter to
a beggar. The café at the lake marks
journey‘s end for most visitors but our
“We’ll avoid the crowds at Cirque de
Gavarnie ....and head for the less
well known Vallée d’Estaing”

route takes us on up the valley while
the GR10 swings off to the southeast to continue its traverse of the
Pyreneean range.
Our path rises gently through grassy
slopes which provide summer grazing for herds of cows, sheep and
goats – a centuries old tradition although now the stock arrive in lorries which seem impossibly large for
the narrow winding approach roads.
The gradient and terrain change
abruptly when we cross the river,
with the path rising steeply through
a forest of beech and conifers while
the river falls, unseen, in a series of
cascades. When we emerge from the
forest we again follow the river upstream. The scenery is more rugged
now although the multitude of late
spring flowers provide bright
splashes of colour. The first lake we
see is Lac de L‘Angle, dependent on
the presence of snow on the high
mountain slopes, but full on this
June day. The high peaks and ridges
visible in the distance beckon you on

up the valley and we soon come to
the picturesque Lac du Plaa de
Prat. There is a choice of routes
here but our path keeps us close to
the route followed by the river and
after a short climb we emerge in
the Liantran cirque below the towering spires and walls of rock which
mark the head of this beautiful valley.
The cirque is an eerie place, littered
with huge granite blocks and, everywhere you look, the remains of
enclosures and cabanes once used

“The cirque is an eerie place,
littered with huge granite blocks”

by shepherds to protect sheep and
cattle against bears. Times have
changed. The bears have gone and
so have the shepherds and their
stock but the cirque, with its boulders and ruins, is a good place to
stop and admire the awesome
beauty of this lonely place before
carrying on to the small lakes in
and above the cirque.
The higher slopes afford tantalising
views of some of the peaks beyond
the cirque, including Balaitous
which, at 3144m in height and nicknamed the Matterhorn of the Pyrenees, is still a significant challenge.
It was first climbed in 1825 by surveyors engaged in mapping this
part of France. Its ascent was forgotten and it was over 40 years
later that a disappointed summiteer discovered a stone tower used in
the triangulation exercise – proof
that others had been before him.
Balaitous is for another day and for
those with climbing skills. Our
route takes us back down the valley
where a welcome beer awaits us in
the little bar in the village, or perhaps we‘ll stop off at the café by the
lake. What a satisfying day!

“Balaitous which, at 3144m in height
and nicknamed the Matterhorn of
the Pyrenees”
Lac de L’Angle (Pic by Jen Price)
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Winter in the Canadian Rockies (Barry Hankey)
because the one in the camera in my
pocket got so cold it wouldn‘t work
and had to be frequently swapped
over. The second was that I suffer
from Reynaud‘s Syndrome, a circulation problem, which means my hands
get very cold and painful so I have to
take extra measures to keep them
functioning.
”The bears were hibernating when I
was there; wolves..”

Having spent 5 months in the Summer of 2010 walking in the mountains
in the Greek Islands, arriving home
in October, I then went to the Canadian Rockies for a month. In a couple
of months I went from temperatures
of around 35oC to -35oC. Truth is, I
love being in the mountains and I
prefer climate extremes. The weather
in tepid Grey Britain does my head
in.
I stayed in Banff and spent the month
skiing in Lake Louise and Sunshine
and walking in Banff National Park.
Banff is in Alberta on the East side of
the Rockies and though it doesn‘t
have as much snow as Whistler in
British Columbia on the West side
and closer to the ocean, the snow is
finer and dryer and temperatures are
noticeably lower.
I don‘t think that in the month I was
there temperatures got above -15oC at
any time. Coming out of the apartment in the morning a good indication
of how cold it was was how many
paces it took before ice crystals
formed on nasal hairs. The ski lifts at
Sunshine go up to he Continental Divide, at about 2,500 metres with
“I don’t think that in the month I
was there temperatures got above 15oC .... ”

views in all directions a pretty impressive place to be, particularly in
brilliant sunshine. Temperatures at
the top of ski runs could be -35oC or
even lower which, coupled with wind
and chill factor meant that you didn‘t
expose any flesh at all. This presented two minor problems. The first
was that I had to carry a spare battery for the camera inside my shirt

It is so cold there in winter that
rivers, including the River Bow,
freeze over and there are regular

footpaths across at various points
close to the town. Care is needed
however because Banff was built
around a series of hot springs and
these flow into the Bow and keep
sections of it unfrozen all winter.
One of the most memorable things
about being high in the mountains
was seeing sun dogs, low-angled sun
at the end of the afternoon shining
through billions of tiny ice crystals in
the super-cold air creating a circle of
prism rainbow colours with a broad
shaft striking down to the ground.
Gobsmacking when first seen and
barely losing its dramatic impact by
the end of the month.
The walks were spectacular but by
no means technically difficult or arduous. The reason for going with a
group was simply that getting to the
start of the canyons was impossible
without transport.
There are also recognised ‘trails‘
around Banff, a few of which I followed. In summer apparently they
are very popular but in the depths of

winter I rarely saw anyone else.
Close to the town is Tunnel Mountain, a very good couple of hours

walk and used by townspeople as
an afternoon‘s exercise, a bit like
going up Garn Wen from Pontypool
but steeper, higher, and more dramatic. There is also a trail to an
area of geomorphological features
along the sides of the Bow Valley
called ‗hoodoos‘, dramatic rock pinnacles rising from the valley sides.
One thing to be aware of walking
in the Rockies is that the wild life
is, well, wild. The bears were hibernating when I was there; wolves
in the locality have been reduced to
two packs by uncontrolled hunting
in the past; but there were plenty
of caribou, elk and deer which can
be dangerous if you get too close.
And then there are coyotes, considered by locals as far more dangerous than wolves .... and which I
encountered on my trek to the hoodoos. Fortunately I think they
must have eaten recently and were
more interested in howling at each
other than in making a meal of me.
I mistook them for wolves and so
ponced about taking photos. Had I
know they were coyotes I would
have moved on a bit more smartly.
But what I was most concerned
about were cougars which don‘t
hibernate and in 2009 killed a
woman hanging out washing in her
garden at the edge of town. Banff
is part of the National Park and so
animals now take precedence. Before going out on my own I learned
a bit about animals tracks so I
could see where the caribou, elk,
deer and coyotes had been and
knew that if there were any cougars in the vicinity .... they were
behind me. Gulp!
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Hutting in the Lake District (Jen Price)

GMC members are a mixed bunch
but we all enjoy being in the mountains, and weekends away give us
the chance to explore less familiar
“Only one memb
areas. The ‗mix‘ includes a mix of
tastes when it comes to accommodation. There are a number of commit-

Nethermost Pike
(pic by Peter Salenieks)
ted campers while others prefer the
comfort of hostels.
I confess to being one of the softies
and so when the possibility of staying
in a climbing hut was first mooted
some of us had visions of spartan
accommodation and lines of mattresses on bare boards. Alex Hardisty assured us the hut he had in

mind – the George Starkey Hut in
Patterdale – had all that we softies
could wish for and we weren‘t disappointed. The hut was spacious and
comfortable, with parking conveniently available behind the building
(some of us struggle to travel
lightly), and a pub barely five minutes walk away. We even had sun!
I kid you not. Our trip was in midJuly and we were able to sit outside
the hut with a beer each evening
before dinner, while back in South
Wales the weather was pretty wet
and miserable.
Our party numbered about a dozen
in all and generally split into three
or four groups each day to suit individual preferences. Walks ranged
from 4 miles (that was the evening
we arrived) to 17 miles, taking in
varying degrees of difficulty, and the
climbs were also a great success with
some climbers doing routes not previously attempted. Everyone did
some scrambling, and some of us
used the steamer service on Ullswater to follow some interesting linear
routes that might otherwise not have
been possible. The ‗mix‘ comes in
again over the matter of ‗ticking‘.
There were quite a few tickers in the
party and several tick lists were circulating including Nuttalls, Wainwrights, Marilyns, Birketts and
HuMPs. The tops I did included

High Raise and High Street, Helvellyn
via Striding Edge and Place Fell -

“We even had sun.! I kid you
not”

John high and dry on Pinnacle
Rib (pic by Peter Salenieks)
plenty of ticks there for those into ticking!
So, was it a good weekend? Most certainly. Would I go hutting again?
Most certainly (if it‘s a George Starkey
type hut, that is).
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Beside the seaside! (John Jones)
Oh we do like to be
beside the seaside!!!!
We are very fortunate indeed to
have on our home shores some of the

on the North West tip of Anglesey
offers considerably more!!.If combined with Holyhead Mountain(non
tidal), Rhoscolyn and Castell Helen
there is something for everyone at
VS level.
There are two important factors
when considering sea cliffs.An un-

classic HVS with the second pitch
being the best of the four. Time flies
on a big cliff and only one party made
a second route - Emulator.The hardest most sustained E1 5b known to
man which follows an unrelenting
corner. This year saw three of us abseil into Castell Helen (with dark
clouds threatening). We managed to

Gareth on the first pitch of Lighthouse
Arete VS 4c

Main Cliff Gogarth

best sea cliffs in the world! We have
been to Ogmore ,the Gower and
Pembrokeshire. Two club trips over
the past 12 months however, have
been to the hallowed shrine of the
art,Gogarth.The name alone conjures images of death defying routes
with knee bars de rigeur! Gogarth,

derstanding of tides and bomber abseils which are invariably left in
place due to the former!! Last year‘s
foray saw our brave souls enjoy glorious weather at Rhoscolyn to sample
a fine trio of routes. The following

tick three classics. BlancoDirect,
Northwest Passage and Lighthouse
Arete with South Stack a bastion in
the Irish Sea. The tides were unfavourable on Sunday unless we swam
so we treated ourselves to Emulator
again and Gauntlet, a fine HVS that
led us away from the mid heights.
Gogarth is a place you have to experience.Yes there is chaos yes there is
danger but there‘s nowhere else like
it!!Mousetrap Zawn here we
come!!!!!...dangerous and infectious!!!

Martin on 1st pitch Scavenger

The Wild Rover Rhoscolyn E1 5B

day we all made our decent to Main
Cliff at Gogarth.First impressions of
the path are E4 4a but with care is
the easy way down! Scavenger is a

The crazy features of Mousetrap Zawn
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Walks in Corsica 2012 (Roger Millet)
Our Leader for the week was a Romanian, Alexandru. Getting about can
prove tricky owing to a lack of public
transport but the village is served by a
narrow gauge railway which must
have taken a great deal of effort in
such testing terrain. It runs across the
island from one coastal town, Ajaccio,
in the south west, to another, Bastia,
on the coast in the north east by a tortuous route of bridges, viaducts, tunnels and deep cuttings. It affords great
views throughout it‘s journey and provided our group (of 16 persons) access
to a range of walks both north and
south of the village.

Corsica, a French island, is the
“Only one memb
fourth largest in the Mediterranean.
An island of great contrast and
beauty has wild and often surprising
scenery with a towering mass of
rocky granite mountains ringed by a
600 mile coastline of world class
sandy beaches, quiet coves and rugged cliffs. The interior comprises a
variety of landscapes with cascading
streams and waterfalls carving
through forests of chestnut and pine
trees and masses of scented shrubs
and wild flowers.
The island offers many challenging
walks and hikes, most notably the

GR20 which traverses from north to
south and is classified as one of the
toughest in Europe (see page12).
These walks are well marked by different coloured paint along the respective route.
My trip of 8 days duration took place
in mid-September this year when I
travelled with ‗Exodus‘. Graded moderate, the trip allowed for six days of
walking which was based in the
mountain village of Bocagnano, a
traditional village at an altitude of
650m. The family run hotel base was
within easy reach of a variety of
landscapes.

One member of the group had one of
the latest iPhones which provided
tracking details of each day‘s walking
by distance, elapsed time, average
speed, maximum speed and minimum
and maximum altitude.
Walks ranged from 7.5kms (first day
orientation walk) to 19 kms. These
took from 2.5 hours to 8.5 hours but
most were of approximately 6 hours
duration. The minimum height was
some 340m. rising to a maximum of
1,250m. The last day‘s walking was
probably the toughest though which
involved some scrambling on the lower
slopes of ‗U Montid‘Oru which rises to
2,389m. This route, known as the
‗Canyon de la Richjusa‘, was probably
the most spectacular as it afforded
some great and distant views on a hot
and clear day. In fact every day we
experienced superb weather which
started with temperatures in the mid
20‘s Centigrade to something rather
better for walking of around 19/20 C.
Our group gelled very well and was
represented by each of the four countries of the U.K. A good time was had
by all and Corsica is well worth a visit
with a choice of walking for all capabilities.

“In fact every day we
experienced superb weather ”
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Days to Come (Ken Mcbride)
Golden sunsets; cool breezes over wet shining surfaces; the clock ticks on,
Sun retreating south, filling sky with crisp colours dawn and dusk.
Jet-streams, back drops to Vs following on.
Colours changing; greens to reds and yellows.
Edges frayed and dry, curled up, exposed.
Hands, tired from contact, viewed by tired minds.
Colours play across the grass, streets, cars and trees.
Rain washes images fresh, the coolness filling lungs.
Nicked hands, rubbed soles; the smell of fugue and leather; memories that hold.
Golden light softening mind, allowing replay of times gone by.
Skylarks screaming across the sky to slowly parachute down, enfolded by the land.
Sheep gazing on; wondering, incredulous at our constant passage!
Stop! Smell the grass and heather; dry and dusty in your nose.
Light slowly fades removing all distractions, allowing the cinema of your mind to open.
Walks and climbs rushed over now relived; a frown, a smile, a laugh.
Tension, pain; fear, pleasure; that all rewarding tipple and wash; cleansing sweat within and
out.
Warmth now surrounds you, glowing from within.
Laughs, stories, jokes, the craic.
Times passed in company relived and felt; times shared.
Absentees nodded to… and missed.
The shudder of musings to be edited, memories to be placed in bold; for saints and sinners we
all are.
Light fades and days draw dark.
Hold onto that cinema you visited; for there lie the new releases.
Recollections through dark and cold will seed new dreams.
Memories shared will grow, ready for the return of that glowing sphere.
Sacrifices to those dreams and shining orb will be made whilst dark,
Like seeds underground; in anticipation of that warm kiss.
Take time whilst days are slow,
To reminisce,
For those days to come.
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Cwm Llysiog Sunday Walk (Kay Beechey)
the valley below us, drifting upwards
and occasionally separating to give
us momentary glimpses of the
Neuadd Reservoir and intensely
green hillsides was what made that
morning special; that, and discovering Cwm Llysiog.
I‘d known Cwm Llysiog was
there, of course. I‘d seen it on the
map and noticed the end of it as it
met the road near the turn off for
Garwnant Visitor Centre. I had
never thought of incorporating it into
a circular walk, though, or exploring
it for its own sake, so that morning it
was a real treat to follow Steve along
its tumbling stream and down into
undiscovered Brecon Beacons territory. We had to negotiate some
rough, steep ground but it was a delight to leave the crowds behind and
claim a tiny bit of the Central Beacons for ourselves. All too soon it was
over and we were back on the A470,
heading for tea at the Visitor Centre
and a more well-known route back to
the cars via Fan Fawr.

Clouds above the Neuadd reservoir
Pic by Dave Bingham
One of the great benefits of
walking with a group is that, even
though you think you know an area
like the back of your hand, other
members often know – and are keen
to share – corners, valleys and pockets of land you‘ve over-looked or ignored. Steve Bees‘s walk on 5th August this year was a prime example
of this, veering off the familiar, welltrodden ridge above the Neuadd reservoir and plunging steeply into
Cwm Llysiog.
The whole of the country
was gripped by Olympic fever that
weekend, defying the government‘s
ideal of inspiring a more sporting,
active nation and anchoring themselves to their armchairs to support
Team GB. Dave and I tore ourselves
from the television and headed out
into the Central Beacons, anxious to
get some exercise before a second
week of couch-bound spectating. The
forecast was not inspiring; showers
spreading across the National Park
in the morning followed by an afternoon of widespread rain. Steve altered the direction of the route to

ensure we negotiated the long, exposed ridge south of Corn Du in the
better morning weather.
If I can‘t have wall-to-wall
sunshine to enjoy a walk, then I prefer things just as they were that
morning. I can‘t remember the showers, but the way the clouds hung in

So thank you, Steve, for introducing me to a new sliver of land
in an area I‘d regarded as all too familiar. It‘s made me wonder what
other undiscovered treasures are out
there…

Lunch Stop in Cwm Llysiog
Pic by Dave Bingham
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Talks on the Winter Programme
Newsletter editor’s perk is
to unashamably advertise
his talk on the trip to Pakistan, to see K2 (and cross
the Gondogoro La).
This wonderful Pic is by my
tent mate Allan Hartley
who was prepared to carry
a huge SLR and to stop for
great zoom pics whilst I
scuttled down.
The talk is at Goytre Hall
March 7th.

K2 from the Gondogoro La
Pic by Allan Hartley

Dave Bingham on Pisco
Pic by Dave Bingham

Dave’s presentation is on 8th Nov at
Goytre. The trip was 3 weeks in Peru,
where they managed 3 6000m peaks..
Make sure you come along.

Augusto on the final slope of
Tocllaraju
Pic by Dave Bingham
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Corsica GR20 South to North
Grande Randonnee (GR) is the
name given to way marked long distance paths in France and the mention of the GR20 evokes emotions of
fear and dread in a number of accomplished GR trekkers. In that the
GR20 is reputed for being the toughest and most challenging of all the
GR routes and negotiates a tortuous
route through the mountains of Corsica.

The GMC ‗s track record with the
GR20 is not good with one previous
member needing to walk for several
hours down an isolated valley after a
falling rock broke his ankle and on
another occasion a club member required emergency dental treatment
following a fall ( where is ‗Jones the
Teeth‘ when you need him). Members of the club have completed large

sections of the GR20 with at least
one member having made the complete traverse.
The guide books advice that you
ignore the months of July and August due to the excessive heat and
crowds and concentrates ones efforts
on an attempt in June or September.
Having now retired I could not make
any more excuses and initiated a

John above Lac du Bastani
meeting of potential victims with the
aim to complete the whole of the
GR20 and ascend a number of the
major peaks along the way. Following one meeting and numerous emails a plan was hatched where by
Trefor Beese, John Moore and I

(Keith Anderson)
were committed to an attempt on the
route in early September to be joined
later by Havard Prosser. An early

“The Gr20 was completed two
days ahead of schedule with a
number of significant peaks ticked
off along the way.”

decision was made to tackle the
route south to north in the hope of
avoiding the crowds; however, as all
salmon know it is difficult to swim
against the flow with 95% of all
GR20 walkers opting for a north to
south traverse. At least we would
not have the sun in our eyes.
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Corsica South to North/continued
Having established ourselves at the start of the route, it was
time to take those first tentative
steps. With pack weights of about 14
kilos and the sun beating down a
start was made on the 180 plus kilometres of walking and the 50,000
feet of ascent and descent (yes Everest is only 29000 feet and base camp
is not at sea level). The route is broken down into various stages, depending upon which book you read,
most suggest 15 days to complete the
trek. You should however bear in
mind that the entire route has been
accomplished in 36 hours.
Each day is very similar you
get up, eat breakfast, pack rucksack,
go for a walk, eat dinner and go to
sleep. Repeat for 15 days and you
end up in Calenzana at the end of
the GR20 a little more tired and definitely a lot thinner (I am considering
writing the GR20 diet book sure to
be a best seller). After 6 days you

arrive in Vizzavona having completed the southern and so called
easier and greener section of the GR.
Here we stumbled into Havard who
brought offerings of tea bags and
chocolate bars, what a man.
Having experienced poor
weather earlier in the journey it was
decide to fore go the planned rest day
and Havard was introduced to the
delights of the GR with a gruelling
1700 metres of ascent on his first day
along with the climb of Monte D‘
Oru.
The GR20 was completed two
days ahead of schedule with a number of significant peaks ticked off
along the way including the three
highest mountains in Corsica: Monte
Cinto, Monte Ritondu and the very
striking Paglia Orba. The trek is
definitely well worth the effort and
cost with exceptional mountain ar-

John and Trefor on typical terrain

chitecture and views out to sea. The
route is well within the capabilities
of an average fit walker who is sure
footed and has a head for heights.
If your appetite has been wetted
with this brief account please come
along to the presentation evening, to
be held later in the year, where you
will be treated to an array of scintillating photos (Trefor only managed
800 plus photos before his camera
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battery run out) and repertee of the
highest order.
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Monte Viso – A Mountain (not) too far (Trevor Flint)
Standing at a proud 12,400 ft, and head and
shoulders above everything around, the
Monte Viso is another of those fantastic
peaks, just like the Eiger, Wetterhorn, etc.
that doesn‘t ―quite‖ reach the magic number,
and therefore doesn‘t appear on the radar of
the 4000m Peak baggers. But to the Alpine
mountaineer looking south from any one of a
hundred alpine peaks it‘s that hill, always
there, staring back to you, laying down the
gauntlet – ―what about me then‖
So it was that the last week in August 2012
found me, for the third time, at the Rif Quintello Stella Hut, at the foot of the ―Monviso‖.
In June 2011 Alan and I had driven from
the UK to the source of the River Po at the
Pian del Rey in Italy, 70 miles south of Turin, and made the three-hour walk to the hut for the second time on that trip to try to climb the peak. Passing a number of climbers on their way down from the hut, it became evident that none had summited due to the local conditions, and for Alan and me the result was to be the same. However, the time spent on the route, going up and down
the via ferrata on the way to the Sagnette Col, the part of the route that was to be done in the dark on this occasion,
proved invaluable. But it was to be Alan‘s
last climbing trip to the Alps. He was
The Quintino Sella Hut with the Viso
―retiring‖ from the Alps.
Mozzo in the shadow of Monte Viso
So this summer I was climbing solo, and
had reached the hut via train, plane, hire
car, and the Viso Mozzo, a 3000m peak
taken on route from the car park at the
Pian del Rey to the hut. From the Viso
Mozzo summit the Monviso peak towered
above in menacing looking clouds which,
according to the climbers with me on the
summit, was the start of two days of rain.
Today was Saturday and I had a plane

The Monte Viso

On the Via Ferrata 2011

The Viso Mozzo Summit
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Monte Viso (-/Continued)
flight back to the UK booked on Tuesday morning, so once again the Monviso was looking as if it
would not be possible.
On reaching the hut, a guide, who was due to be
guiding the East Ridge of the Monte Viso the following morning, had a completely different forecast, Saturday night rain, (and rain it did), Sunday and Monday blue skies all day.

Looking down to the hut from the Viso Mozzo

So on Sunday morning at 4:15am I joined some
20+ climbers assembled for breakfast and at
4:45am left the hut with the first climbing party
and not a cloud in the sky.
My route was to climb the via ferrata, (the
chains), to the Sagnette Col at 3000m, descend
the 200m to the ―boulder field to end all bolder
fields‖, (time to thank God for the abundance of
cairns, the fine weather and the many climbers
to keep me company on route), and ascend a
similar strength sapping scree climb to the Andreotti Bivouac at 3275m. From there, less than
600m height gain of walking / scrambling, with
the odd tricky climbing move to keep things interesting, (you wouldn‘t want to slip / fall here),
following the yellow marked rocks, would see me
on the summit via the South Face (i.e. the
―Normal Route‖)

Those who have had the pleasure??? of my company in the hills will know that I‘m not the
quickest of walkers, (up or down). So the climb
was planned with a set of ―goals‖ Three hours to reach the Col, (which would mean passing the highest point on the
via ferrata reached with Alan a year earlier), three hours from the Col to reach the Andreotti Bivouac and from there,
three hours to the top. A realistic time for me, but against a guidebook time of 5 hours, hut to top, I would have been
turned around well before the top if I‘d hired a local guide – so going solo was the only option. The other part of the
―cunning plan‖ was to have parties in front i.e.
those passing me from behind, on their way up,
to help me with the route finding, and also to
share some company with, and so it was. Getting down, I guessed that I‘d be on my own, but
that was not to be either.
Sagnette Col from the top of the scree slope

My last goal was to get back to the hut in time
for dinner.
So when I reached the Col in two hours and the
Andreotti Bivouac Site after a further two
hours I felt very elated (but exhausted).

Monte Viso’s South Face from the Sagnette Col

Two hours ahead of time and just three hours
to go – and it took exactly that time. Others
made it from the bivouac site to the top in less
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Monte Viso (-/Continued)
than two hours (guidebook time), but after two hours of
climbing and not yet at the top, a chat I‘d had at Saturday‘s evening meal at the hut, with a couple that had
completed the round trip in 9 hours two day‘s earlier,
came to mind ―The goal is the summit‖ said the climber –
―not the time‖ And on a purely ―rock‖ route with no deteriorating snow & ice conditions to consider, which is what
this route was on that day, provided you have the energy,
(and Di‘s flapjacks ensured that), the right conditions and
equipment and the willpower to succeed then he‘s probably right.
It was nice to meet the Guide, who I‘d met at the hut, and
his client at the point of the route where the East Ridge
and the South Face meet, just 20 minutes from the top.
The Andreotti Bivouac
They had taken five hours to reach this point on a much
more technical route. I had taken almost seven, but the
view that I had hoped for at the top I got – to look to the
north to ―Monte Viso‘s horizon‖ and see some of the hills I‘ve been privileged to climb, (and of course to get and take
summit photo‘s and collect another stone for my collection). Amazing how the tiredness of the climb disappears on the
summit, (flapjack‘s and hot coffee help of course), to be replaced by the urgency to get back down to safety. It would be
a further six hours before I would be safely back down to the hut. Time taken up not only by the care and attention
required to down climb the south face, but also the time taken to descend and ascend the strength-sapping scree
slopes, traverse that dreadful boulder field once more, climb up the 200m to the Col, down climb the via ferrata and
walk that seemingly ―endless‖ track back to the hut. Needless to say – but I was the last climber back. But back I
was, safe and in time to meet my last goal – ―dinner‖. And the applause, smiles and handshakes that I received on my
arrival at the hut, from the group of Italian climbers that I had met at the Andreotti Bivouac Site, both on the way up
and on the way down and also, very briefly, on the summit, to me is what mountaineering is all about.

Down climbing from the summit – you wouldn’t want to fall here
The Monte Viso Summit
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Monte Viso (-/Continued)
I had read trip reports and watched ―you-tube‖ videos of
the ascent of The Monte Viso by the ―Normal Route‖ prior
to leaving the UK, and the accounts suggested that the
climb was ―easy‖. My view, as I followed the yellow striped
route markers to the top, down climbing the same way,
(well almost – requiring an impromptu abseil on my 10m
6mm confidence rope as a consequence of going ―off route‖),
is the same as one of the climbers that I met on the Viso
Mozzo who had summited by the same route a few years
before ―it‘s tough‖.

Monte Viso

Viso Mozzo

But I wouldn’t have had it any other way.
“Postscript
I have one more summit in mind – my third visit to the
Breithorn, with Di next year. I hope that we will be
allowed a view south - to see the Monviso staring back.

The walk-out – looking back to the two hills

Monte Viso from the Breithorn

